School Vision: Engaged Learners, Caring Leaders

Principal’s
Message

Mrs Tan-Kay Hwee Geak
Vice-Principal, Academic

It has been 20 years

since Greenridge Primary
School first opened its gates as a government school to
cater to the growing demand for primary schools in Bukit
Panjang New Town. As a school, we have come a long way
in providing a student-centric, values-driven education
that caters to the diverse needs of our students in the Bukit
Panjang neighbourhood. Through the efforts of our pioneer
educators and each generation of dedicated staff, I believe
we have done well in providing a holistic education for the
students: putting in place programmes and activities for
the physical, intellectual, aesthetic, social, emotional as
well as character development of our students.
In teaching and learning, we have made good progress in
further enhancing the engagement level of our students
in the classrooms. Beyond academic outcomes, the
teaching and learning process in our school also ensures
that our students build a strong foundation and develop
competencies that enable them to be ready for the
future. We have also done relatively well in Co-Curricular
Activities (CCA), enhancing students’ social interaction,
leadership, self-discipline and self-confidence. Many of
our CCAs have received consistent recognition even at the
national level.
Over the years, we have also built on our strength in
Character and Citizenship Education to inculcate important
moral, civic and performance values in students. This can
be seen in our Learning for Life Programme (ILP) where
various National Education, Social -Emotional Learning ,
Character Development and Student Leadership activities
are organised to educate and develop students to become
ethical and effective leaders. Students are also given
opportunities to apply their learning through values-inaction programmes and field-based learning activities.
As the Principal of the school, I am most touched by the
dedication and commitment of our teachers and staff who
together, work hard to create a positive and motivating
learning environment for the students. Teachers constantly
upgrade their skills by engaging in structured professional
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development activities. Teacher Learning Community,
Professional Development sessions at Time-Tabled
Time, professional sharing sessions, conferences and
workshops as well as professional readings are some
ways in which they constantly learn so that they may lead
and teach the students better. I am proud to work along
side such committed professionals.
I am also thankful for the support we receive from parents
and partners, especially our School Advisory Committee
(SAC) members and the Parent Support Group “PIAGET”
who contribute in various ways with their varied expertise
to enhance learning for both the students and our parents.
As we celebrate our school’s 20th Anniversary on our
nation’s 50th Anniversary, we must remember the
pioneering spirit of our forefathers and pioneer educators
and build on the strong foundation that they had laid. Let
us continue to strive towards the vision of a community
of engaged learners and caring leaders who humbly learn
and serve the school, the community and the nation. Happy
20th Anniversary, Greenridgeans!
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Greenridge Primary School (GRPS) is celebrating her
20th anniversary this year. Congratulations to the pupils,
teachers and staff! From a small cohort of 8 Primary One
classes back in 1996, GRPS has grown more than 5 folds to
44 classes today. Providing a complete learning experience
for the pupils, GRPS is well equipped with facilities today
to meet the needs of engaged learners. More importantly,
the caring teachers have been the strongest pillar of
support to “nurturing lifelong learners”, to quote the
school’s mission. The pupils in GRPS are a happy and
privileged lot, constantly being guided by their school
values to be “Gracious, Responsible, and Public Spirited”.
GRPS has fulfilled its mission as it is rooted in its core
values.

school has a newly built Indoor Sports Hall, a Schoolbased Student Care Centre and the Outdoor Experiential
Learning (OEL) area. Through landscape architecture, I
have incorporated the inputs from the Science, Art and
PE departments to ensure that the design of the OEL area
is aligned to the school’s curriculum. I am pleased to
learn that the pupils are enjoying these new facilities in
GRPS, enriching their learning experiences in the process.
Like the beautiful tree we look at, GRPS develops deep
roots, grows strong and is radiating her beauty around 11
Jelapang Road. The future of GRPS is bright.

As the Chairman of the School Advisory Committee (SAC)
since 2006, I have seen the school grow to what it is today.
GRPS has undergone the Primary Education Review
and Improvement (PERI) upgrading project in 2015. The
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GRPS has a place in the hearts of many who have received
their primary school education here. Happy 20th Birthday!

Our Mission: To Nurture Lifelong Learners; Gracious, Responsible and Public-Spirited in thoughts and deeds

ParenT
sUPPORT GROUP
Greenridge Primary School is very proud to have a very supportive
group of parent volunteers. Our parent volunteers work closely
with the school and its teachers to render support during school
excursions, reading programmes and other school activities.
They have helped to organise outings to promote parent–child
bonding too. They have organised trips to the movies, the
beach and even a shopping trip to JB . The PSG also actively
volunteers its services during sports events in the school. The
PSG has always taken the lead in putting together the annual
Teacher’s Day Concert and the Primary 6 Graduation Tea. The
school is very appreciative of the efforts put in by the PSG and
will continue to work with them.

Primary 6 Graduation Tea 2013

Army Open House 2012

Members of PSG

Fund Rasinig Project by PSG

Total Defence Day 2008 The Mercy
Primary 6 Graduation Tea 2014

Chinese New Year - Lo Hei
Our zumba performers at the Teacher’s

Day Concert
Teacher’s Day 2012

Racial Harmony Day
Core Values: Respect l Responsibility l Resilience l Integrity l Care l Harmony
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OUR SCHOOL HISTORY
Greenridge Primary School started operations 20 years
ago, in January 1995. The school then had 8 classes of 285
primary one pupils housed in two different schools within
the Bukit Panjang estate. In January 1996, 12 more classes
were added and they were housed in another school in
Chua Chu Kang. The school moved into its current location
at Jelapang Road in January 1997.
Since then, the school had undergone PRIME upgrading in
2000 and PERI upgrading in 2013 to improve, expand and
enhance its facilities in order to provide a better learning
environment for its pupils.
Mrs Daisie Yip was the first principal of the school. Together
with the pioneering teachers, she was responsible for
designing the school badge, its uniform and the school’s
motto.

In 2006, Mrs Chew Lai Mun became the school’s third
principal. The school continued in the tradition of being
a school founded on strong principles and character.
She reached out to the community and forged a firm
partnership between the school and its stakeholders.
The current principal, Mr Chua Choon Hock has led
the school since 2013. Under his guidance, the school
will continue to strive for academic excellence and the
development of the whole child by fostering a learning and
caring culture.
GRPS has grown from strength to strength over the past
20 years. We will pursue excellence and continue to grow
in order to realise our vision of ‘Engaged Learners, Caring
Leaders’.

The second principal, Mrs Tan Peng Eng, took over in 2001.
Under her leadership, the school achieved the Lee Kuan
Yew Award for National Education in 2005 and again in
2010.

Morning assembly

Mrs Daisie Yip, with the pioneering

The school uniform in 1995
The first staffroom
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educators

A model of the school

Construction in progress

In the beginning

Teachers inspecting their new home

The school taking shape

The school building is ready for the final

touches

The school in its early days

Speaker’s Corner
The school in all its glory
The staffroom in 1997

Ground breaking ceremony in 2000
for PRIME upgrading

The ICT area for pupils
Mrs Daisie Yip, giving a speech during the
ground breaking ceremony

The staffroom after PRIME upgrading
Mr Chua, the principal, monitoring
the progress of the construction

Construction of the new ISH
The ISH taking shape
Our Mission: To Nurture Lifelong Learners; Gracious, Responsible and Public-Spirited in thoughts and deeds
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Mrs Daisie Yip

Staff Retreat 2005

Flag Raising Ceremony in 1996

Food and Fun Bazaar

h
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Mrs Tan Peng Eng, former principal,
with staff and visitors

Cultural Immersion Trip to Beijing 2006

GRPS Bears 2006

DYP 2006

Malacca LJ 2006

06
National Day 20

Swimming 2006

P5 Camp 2006

P5 Camp Cleaning
6
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Sports Carnival 2006

Hunny Water 2007

P6 NE Trail
Sports Day 2008 - Go Team Orange!

Teachers’ LJ 2007

Sports Day 2008 Lighting up the Olympic Torch

ports 008

Lower Primary S

08

Staff Retreat 20

Minister’s Visit 2009

Service Learning Trip to Sapa A photo with the locals

Service Learning Trip to Sapa, Vietnam 2010
Pets Parade 2011

Recycling 2012

Prize Giving Day 2014
Our Vision: Engaged Learners, Caring Leaders

P1 Learning Journey
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SCHOOL STAFF 2015

(Left to Right)

Row 5

Mr David Ngo Wee Heng, Mr Ngho Seng Kuang, Mr Lim Kim Soon Daniel, Mr Lee Wei Yang,
Mr Prabu Selvaraj s/o Govindaraj, Mr Chua Teck Yong, Mr Iskandar Bin Mostakim, Mr Mohammad Khairon Bin Yunus,
Mr Teo Aik Nen Aden, Mr Mokhtar Effendi Bin Abdul Rahim, Mr Justin Paolo Quismundo Gumapon, Mr Ng Peng Hwee,
Ms Siua Kian Ling Cassandra, Mdm Ngoh Seiow Lieng Serene, Ms Magdelene Chua Lim Neo, Ms Wang Yingshan,
Ms Neo Jie Ying, Mdm Rafizah Bte Abdul Rahim, Mdm Lyana Sarie Dewi Bte Mohamed, Mrs Sharon Ng-Loh Chui Foong,
Mdm Harpal Kaur, Ms Farah Filza Bte Muhammad Rajaie, Ms Saraswathy d/o Arumugam

Row 4

Mdm Jayarani Selvaraju, Ms Yap Siew Ying Sereen, Ms Lek Soi Moi Sally, Mdm Ting Chiow Kheng Elizabeth,
Ms Hee Ming Min, Ms Siti Sahara Bte Rajiee, Mdm Nurul Huda Bte Kamsari, Ms Nur Khaiyisha Bte Abd Kadir,
Ms Loshinivarma d/o Rajaratnam, Ms Junainah Bte Sadar, Mdm G Jayhindy, Ms Nursyaza Binti Muhd Abbas Lim,
Ms Peh Khoon Puay, Mdm Rasliza Bte Ahmad Rasidir, Mdm Nurhudha Bte Kassim, Mdm Gao Qijie,
Mdm Ang Lor Nah, Mdm Chua Sze Ying, Miss Loh Shi Ting, Mrs Low-Zhong Tingting, Ms Ang Him Lui

Row 3

Mdm Li Hong Ying, Ms Then Xinyi Sherlene, Mdm Chin Fui San, Ms Shimmie Ramachandran, Ms Yats Khan,
Mdm Nuraini Bte Mohamed, Ms Ng Ing Mui Jacqueline, Ms Tan Pei Ling, Mrs Paul Tay-Boo S K,
Mdm Kamisah Bte Abdul Rajah, Ms Lee Wan Ting, Mdm Yogavathi d/o Packirisamy, Mrs Chia-See Peina,
Mrs Bong-Yap Poh Choo Jasmine, Ms Cheok Tze Mei Jerris, Mr Shahrin Bin Mahmud, Mr Jeraem River Ho,
Mdm K Deborah Isabel, Mrs Ng-Poh You Ting, Ms Ong Ai Leng, Mdm Wang Jiajia, Mrs Josephine Tan-Kwok Mun Kit

Row 2

Mdm Lim Won Har, Mdm Zuleha Bte Abdullah, Mdm Suharti Bte Suwarno, Mdm Kek Boon Hui Yvonne,
Ms Haslinda Bte Mohamed Hashim, Mdm Hasrinah Bte Mohd Hussain, Mdm Azlinda Bte Mohamed Said,
Ms Siti Sarhana Bte Samat, Mdm Zhang Weihua, Mrs Lee-Chui Soong Mei Julia, Ms Nur’ain Bte Mohd Sidek,
Mdm Esther Neo Kwee Khuan, Ms Chu Li Jung, Mdm Peh Hwee Boon, Mdm Siti Badariah Bte Laiman, Mrs Lilian Teo, Mdm
Tan Pei Cheng, Mrs Pang-Lim Choon Lee, Ms Mariati Bte Ngahtemin, Mrs Yee-Tan Ah Ting,
Mrs Lim-Ng Yoke Chan Florence, Ms Shireen Bte Surip, Ms Tan Swee Leng Sharon, Mdm Alison Tan Jean Wah,
Mdm Lim Toh Beet

Seated Mr Poh Choon Wee, Ms Adene Chua Yuen Yee, Mr Lee Sou Wee, Mdm R Sarojini, Ms Wong Peiyun,
Mr Mohd Ramdan Bin Mohd Mahpol, Ms Lee Jiahui Belinda, Mdm Nur Jannah Bte Juri,
Mrs Tan-Kay Hwee Geak (Vice-Principal), Mr Chua Choon Hock (Principal),
Mr Chua Guan Hwa (Vice-Principal (Admin)), Mdm Doris Sng Poh Geok, Mdm Shanthi Devi d/o Rangasamy,
Mdm Pek Shu San, Mdm Chua May Inn, Mdm Pardip Kaur, Mrs Huen-Tay Kin Keong Vivian,
Mr Arivalagan s/o Rajangam, Mr Ong Kian Hock Alfred
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EXECUTIVE ADMIN SUPPORT

Ms Doris Sng
Mr Desmond Liew Joon Heng

Sim Siok Hoon

Ms Nor Umniyati Bte Ali

Mdm Siti Maimunah

OPERATION SUPPORT OFFICERS

Mdm Rohaini Bte Yahya

Mr Leng Wah Kee

Mr Azman Bin Amin

Mr Ramli B Md Said

Mdm Ng Soi Mui

SUPPORT STAFF

Mr Muhammad Irsadi Bin
Munaris

Mdm Nora Bte Rani

Mr Muhammad Zulhelmy

Mrs Yvonne Ng

Mr Viknesh Arumugam

Mdm Haryati Bte Zuhri

Mr Mohamad Nizam

Mdm Tan Hong Geok Kelly

Core Values: Respect l Responsibility l Resilience l Integrity l Care l Harmony

Mr Abbas Shah

Ms Nurashikin Bte Saparadi
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The focus of the department in 2015 is to
create an environment in school that promotes
curiosity, independent learning and a love for
the English Language. We would love our pupils
to be active listeners, confident speakers,
creative and imaginative writers and most of
all, avid readers. As such, we have designed and
incorporated into our curriculum a plethora of
activities that do just that.

Depart

Learning Journey to the
Bird Park

The Little Red Dot
Just google it !

I am a Spelling Bee

!

My Little Pet

Word Games at the Learning Centres
ry

y favourite sto

Listening to m

The Secret Receipe
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Once upon a time...

The Mathematics Department aims to nurture
confident problem solvers with a positive attitude
towards the learning of Mathematics. We believe
in providing our young charges with a safe and
vibrant environment for early success in grasping
the fundamental concepts of Mathematics and
achieving steady progress. Through the various
programmes and events, the pupils will be able
to acquire mathematical concepts and skills
for everyday application. They will also develop
thinking, reasoning, communication, application
and metacognitive skills.

MATHM

A

ICS
DepartT
ment

ICAN: Use of Math
Manipulatives

Parents’ Workshop

ICT in Math

LSM Parents’ Briefing

Math Trail/ Math-in

-Action

Enrichment Activities

for High-Ability Learn
ers: Primary Mathem
Project Competition
atics
– Math Board Game
Design

Our Mission: To Nurture Lifelong Learners; Gracious, Responsible and Public-Spirited in thoughts and deeds
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The Science Department aims to make the
learning of science an inspiring and enriching
experience for our young charges. In school,
students are given the opportunities to conduct
simple experiments and share their learning
experiences with their school mates. Outside of
school, selected students are given the chance
to work on projects that further ignite their
interest in the sciences around them.

e
c
n
e
i
c
s artment
Dep

Our students were showcasing their experiments during Science Week.

Our students were taking part in the National Day Observance Ceremony
where they showcased their experiments and projects.

Zhi Yuan was explaining his work to the panel of
judges @ Abbott Young Scientist 2015

Classroom activities on constructing our digest

ive system

sing their experiments

Our students were showca

12

during Science Week.
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The PE Department believes that all pupils
should, ‘Keep Fit, Stay Healthy, Be Happy!’
Physical Education (PE) plays an important
role in the physical growth and development
of children. It also provides opportunities for
pupils to be equipped with the skills, knowledge
and motivation to continue being active and
healthy through life.

PHYSICA
EDUCATI L
ON
Departm

ent

y

Primary 1 Games Da

Primary 6 Archery

Caring for Our Eyes exhibition

competition
Miss Lek with the winners of the Archery

Nila flags off the race

Primary 4 Camp
Primary 3 Swimming Programme

Our pupils with Mr Chua and the

SEA Games mascot
Our Vision: Engaged Learners, Caring Leaders
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The Mother Tongue Department works towards the
common vision of nurturing confident language learners
as they develop a love for their cultures. It is our mission to
make the learning of mother tongue, cultures and values
fun and meaningful for all our pupils. As such, all the
programmes that are planned and executed are aligned to
our objectives.
Mother Tongue Fortnight activities which encompass
a variety of languages and culture-based activities are
carried out annually. We also incorporate ICT in the
learning of the language and culture, by organizing I-trail
for all P4 pupils.
MT Department also takes the lead when it comes to
celebrating festive occasions. All ethnic groups are involved
in showcasing the content and the aesthetic aspects of
individual cultures and their traditional practices.

The eyes of the wise old man sees

far...

Ligths , camera , action !

Little Red Riding Hood

A story on integrity
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MOTHER TONGUE FORTNIGHT

Little Red Riding Hood change to Proudly displaying our
creations

Mission Accomplished

My Pretty Kites change to Our pretty Kites
A mask tells a story

PRIMARY 4 iTrail

PRIMARY 1 & 2
SPEECH AND
DRAMA

My two adorable little rabbits

A fairytale

Working together - regardless of race, language or religion

Using iPads to explore Gardens by the Bay

Core Values: Respect l Responsibility l Resilience l Integrity l Care l Harmony
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Character and Citizenship Education forms an
integral part of our pupils’ development into
concerned citizens and active contributors
of the community we live in. The school has
structured programmes catered for all pupils
at different levels to achieve this aim. Pupils are
taught a new value each month and are given
the opportunities to demonstrate the value
they have learnt. They are also given hands-on
experiences to serve the community through
our Values-in-Action Programme.

I am a Dengue Fighter

Clean Plate Campaign
ge to Newspaper collection
I am a Dengue Fighter chan

ool @ GRPS

Primary 1 VIA - Clean Sch

Clean Restrooms @ GRPS

Food Drive

Clean Singapore Learning Trail

Toy Drive
gramme

Intergenerational Learning Pro
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SOCIAL STUDIES & NATIONAL EDUCATION

The Funtastick Harmony Programme promotes
character development and infuses National Education
ideals into the school curriculum in a fun and enjoyable
way.

Who’s your neighbour? Listing

the countries that make up Asia

Field-based Learning provides authentic experiential
learning to help pupils better appreciate the lessons
learned in the classrooms.

P5 FbL to Asian Civilisation

e by drums of different ethnic

Experiencing the sounds mad

groups

The 4 Core Events (Total Defence Day, International
Friendship Day, Racial Harmony Day and National Day)
were commemorated for their significance in showing
how Singapore coped with internal strife, and her role and
place in the world.

Museum

to porridge during Total Defence

Experiencing eating sweet pota

Day

P4 FbL to Little India

Community Singing on Nationa

l Day

Our Mission: To Nurture Lifelong Learners; Gracious, Responsible and Public-Spirited in thoughts and deeds
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PUPILL-BEING &
WEL LOPMENT
DEpVaE
rtment
De

Primary 5 Team Leadership Workshop

The Pupil Well-Being & Development Department
aims to prepare our pupils for the future by
inculcating life-long skills and developing socioemotional learning competencies amongst them.
Through our programmes and initiatives, we
hope to instil in them the values of resilience,
initiative, self-confidence and self-empowerment
(RISE), as well as to develop them into exemplary,
caring & engaged leaders (EXCEL). Equipped with
the relevant life skills, we hope for our pupils to
Rise and Excel and to be Gracious, Responsible
and Public-Spirited young citizens.

Sexuality Education Programme

Education & Career Guidance Pre-Assembly Talk

RISE & SHINE Programme Sandcastle Building Learning Journey
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The ICT Department has implemented a variety
of interesting programmes to develop pupils’
competencies for self-directed and collaborative
learning. Some of our highlights:

INFOCOM
TECHNOLM &
Depa OGY
rtment

ICT enrichment programme (IDA Lab on Wheels

)

Use of ipads in classroom teaching and learning

Cyber wellness assembly talks

Interactive Trails for mobile learning

ICT P1-P6 level programmes in the computer labs

Safer Internet Day Assembly Programme

Our Vision: Engaged Learners, Caring Leaders
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The Aesthetics Department aims to develop creativity
and nurture art enthusiasts through various
programmes in art and music.

Upper Primary Ukulele Performance

ART
Talented Artists Programme (TAP)
This programme aims to equip pupils with relevant art
skills and techniques to develop them into talented
young artists. It provides authentic experiences for the
pupils to tap on their creativity in producing various
forms of artworks.
AMIS
Pupils from different levels (P2 to P6) participated in
interesting art classes and were exposed to different
forms of art mediums, such as ceramics, batik printing,
acrylic painting etc.

MAP Combined instruments performance

MUSIC
Musical Artists Programme (MAP)
The Musical Artist Programme provides the platform
for our musically talented pupils to further hone and
develop their musical ability and confidence. This
programme greatly enriches the pupils’ fond memories
of their primary school days.

Aesthetics@recess

2015 SYF Art Exhibition Art pieces
PassionArts- ‘Camera, Light, Action!’
20
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YOUTH CELEBRATES
A special event, “Youth Celebrate! “ was
organised for youths to celebrate Singapore’s
50th anniversary. 75 pupils and 5 teachers from
our school attended the celebrations. It was held
in conjunction with the official opening of the
Singapore Sports Hub on Sunday, 26 July 2015,
with the Prime Minister Mr Lee Hsien Loong,
officiating the event. Youth Celebrate! was indeed
a spectacular showcase of youth achievements in
sports, uniformed groups and performing arts.

20TH
ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION

ities at Youth

y fun activ
e of the man

On

Celebrate !

Greenridge celebrates our youth

The Grand Finale

20th Anniversary 2015
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PRIMARY 3 & 4 NATIONAL DAY PERFORMANCE 2015
To commemorate SG50, 118 of our Primary 3 & 4 pupils did our school proud as they took part in the National Day Parade
2015. Our pupils performed in Chapter 6 of the show, entitled “Onwards – Our Bright Future”. It was an enriching, unique
and memorable experience for our pupils and one that they would remember for a very long time. They felt a great sense
of national pride at the end of the show when they sang the National Day songs together with the thousands of spectators
and performers at the Padang. Like many others, they cheered in jubilance when the dark sky was lit up by a spectacular
display of fireworks. The amazing pyrotechnics left them bedazzled and spellbound.

The army boys who took good care of the kids

Our teachers were always at hand
to provide a helping hand

Electrifying Performance

a

In their full regali

The preparation before the big show

Our stick-men at

Our performers at the Padang
22
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MALACCA TRIP
Seventy Primary 5 pupils went on a Cultural Immersion Trip to Malacca this year. En route to Malacca, they stopped at
Kampong Parit Penghulu, where they were engaged in various activities such as Gasing, Ketupat Weaving and OndehOndeh Making. Upon arrival in Malacca, the pupils visited “The Stadhuys’, A’ Farmosa and many other heritage sites
there. It was a fulfilling 2 day, 1 night trip for these pupils!

Rubber tapping

g
Basket Weavin

Batik Painting

Christchurch

St Paul’s Church
20th Anniversary 2015
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CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
ART EXPRESSION
CLUB
The Art Expression Club nurtures Primary 2 to Primary 6
students who are interested in the visual arts. They are
exposed to various forms and mediums of art to enhance
their creativity and self-expression. Through this exposure,
pupils gain a greater understanding of concepts and ideas
in fine arts. They work on drawing, painting, mixed media
and ceramics. Our Art Expression Club provides a platform
for pupils to showcase their talent beyond the curriculum.
Students are given opportunities to represent the school
in various art competitions which in turn help to nurture
their interest and character.

Visit to Pacific Healthcare Home

World Largest D
rawing

Artwork “ Stories of our Town” on display

Collaborated ArtworkCamera, Light, Action

Little Battle Experience
Competition Artwk 1

Little Battle Experience
Competition Artwk 2
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CHINESE DANCE
The Chinese Dance Club aims to nurture pupils in learning
various forms of the dance which helps to build up
their flexibility, co-ordination, as well as resilience and
discipline. Our dancers have brought pride and honour
to the school by clinching the Gold Award in 2012. They
were also awarded a Certificate of Accomplishment in
2014 at the Singapore Youth Festival Central Judging
(Dance). Other than participating in the Singapore Youth
Festival (SYF) Competition, pupils also get the opportunity
to perform at school concerts and other important school
events to showcase their skills.
SYF Competition

Our young dancers

s through dance

Expressing emotion

A spectacular performance!

20th Anniversary 2015
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CHINESE ORCHESTRA &
GUZHENG ENSEMBLE
Under the baton and instruction of Mr Goh Wei Hong,
our music director, the Chinese Orchestra & Guzheng
Ensemble aims to promote the love for Chinese classical
music among children and provide opportunities for them
to participate in performances and competitions. This
year, our Guzheng Ensemble was invited to perform for the
Bukit Panjang Town National Day Observance Ceremony
held at Petir Park.

As performing in an orchestra and ensemble requires
teamwork and perseverance, it helps our students to build
up their confidence, character and leadership skills. They
also learn key life skills such as tenacity and determination.

Performing at the Bukit Panjang Town National Day
Observance Ceremony

Guzheng Ensemble with Mr Chua

Practising hard

The Chinese Orchestra & Guzheng Ensemble

The girls at work producing beautiful music
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SCHOOL BAND
Our school band was set up in 1997. To date, the band
consists of 50 members. The Brass Band aspires to
create music that touches the heart. After all, in the
words of Victor Hugo, “Music expresses that which cannot
be put into words and that which cannot remain silent.”
The band also provides a platform for pupils to acquire
musical and performance skills. Over the years, the
Brass Band has performed in various places including
the Istana. It has also been prominently featured in school
events such as the National Day Observance Ceremony
and the Annual Speech and Prize-giving Day. Through
exchange programmes which the band occasionally
participates in, band members are given the opportunity
to interact with other young musicians and develop a
deeper understanding of musicianship. The band has
acquired many accolades during the Singapore Youth
Festival which include gold, silver and bronze medals
and the most recent, a Certificate of Accomplishment. It
is our hope that all band members have a wonderful and
rewarding time immersing themselves in the beauty of
music.

The school band per

forming with gusto

!

INFOCOMM CLUB
The Infocomm Club focuses on equipping its members not
just with basic ICT skills, but also exposing them to the
latest media tools and platforms. These include 4D game
designing and 3D animation skills. This year, members
were trained in website designing using Google site and
they also took part in an iTrail competition, organised by
the Singapore Zoological Gardens.
Members creating a
Google website
Visiting the zoo to create iTrails

20th Anniversary 2015
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NATIONAL EDUCATION CLUB
The objective of the NE Club is to bring about awareness
of our heritage and to instil national values in our pupils.
It is also a platform for pupils to develop leadership skills.
Opportunities are created for the members to be involved
and to facilitate in the four core events - Total Defence

Day, International Friendship Day, Racial Harmony Day
and National Day. They initiated and carried out a special
Kindness Movement project entitled, “A Nation of Kindness
Starts with One!” under the umbrella of “Friends of Singa”.

Commemorating Total Defence Day 2015

Appreciating and thanking our school cleaners for their hard work

A skit on friendship

A dance celebrating racial harmony
Total Defence Day

NE Champs leading the school during the National Day Observance Ceremony
28
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INNOVATION
CLUB
During each Innovation Club session, pupils play lively
games which enable them to build friendships and
camaraderie. These games also improve their thinking
skills. Most importantly, pupils learn the basics of
innovation through research and sharing sessions.
Pupils are involved in mini projects as they use
knowledge acquired to create products and Math games.

Pupils assess one another’s work
and make suggestions on how to
improve.

Our Marketing Team!

ROBOTICS CLUB
The Robotics Club comprises dedicated students who have
the passion to build and program miniature robots. This year,
our pupils won the 3rd position for ‘Best Programming’ in
the annual Robofest competition under the Novice Category.
During the September holidays, our pupils competed in the
National Junior Robotics Competition (NJRC) organised by the
Singapore Science Centre. We wish them all the best!

Trying our robots out on the grid

Programming the robots
that we have built
Building our robots from scratch is hard work!
20th Anniversary 2015
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SCIENCE AND
ENVIRONMENT CLUB
In the Science and Environment Club, pupils learn Science
by going through the same process that scientists use to
generate knowledge in science. Just as scientists make
mistakes in the real world, pupils can freely make mistakes
while carrying out the experiments during our sessions.
They learn to test their own hypotheses and attempt to
explain why this happens by gathering data, by observing,
and looking for evidence to support their hypotheses.

Learning Scie
nce
concepts in a fu
n way!

Look! Is it magic? No, it’s Science!

Mdm Ang engaging the pupils at the
Outdoor Experiential Learning area
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DRAMA CLUB
The Drama Club is a great place for pupils to engage in acting, play-writing and showcasing of individual talents. Our
main goal is to nurture our members into confident and independent individuals. They will be trained in vocal projection,
body language awareness, facial expressions and the use of space. The activities conducted during CCA will help them
understand that they have to work cohesively as a team, and everyone has a vital role to play in ensuring that the plays
are staged successfully.

Our aspiring starlets!

The girls practising a scene

Drama is fun
se
Drama needs inten

concentration and

self- awareness

The budding actresses
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BASKETBALL
The Basketball CCA offers pupils the opportunity to pursue
their interest in the sport. Besides picking up basketball
skills, pupils may be selected to represent the school in
zonal and national competitions. Pupils who excel both
academically and in the sport may even have a chance to
qualify for Direct School Admission (DSA) in Primary Six.

A look of intense concentration as the

boys prepare for a shot

ng new ISH

s at the spanki

Practice session

The boys doing their routine drills
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Our little Michael Jordan

SPORT CLIMBING
In sport climbing, physical as well as mental strength and
endurance are fundamental traits of a climber. Coupled with
the need to problem solve, sport climbers literally need to
be able to think on their feet. These qualities enabled our
climbers to claim the 4 Individual 1st placing, as well as 2
Overall Team 1st placing and 1 Overall Team 2nd placing at
the National Primary Schools Sport Climbing Championship.

Is that a bird? Is that a plane? It’s spider-man!

National Primary Schools Sport Climbing Championship

Our Proud Winners !

20th Anniversary 2015
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WUSHU
WUSHU

Wushu trains one to be physically as well as mentally fit.
Members learn to be more flexible and agile with good coordination and stamina. Wushu also develops one’s selfconfidence and highlights the importance of teamwork.
m
The Junior Boys’ Tea

CHINGAY 2015

We are proud to be part of the Wushu Contingent during
Chingay 2015 . Preparation and training started as early
as December 2014. It was a memorable experience for all
of us.

Happy faces during Chingay Rehearsals

NETBALL

NATIONAL WUSHU CHAMPIONSHIP 2015

Our school team took part in the annual National Wushu
Championship. They trained hard and persevered till
the end. The camaraderie among the pupils during the
competition was priceless.

The Junior Girls

’ Team

In Netball, the girls are trained to abide by three guiding principles – discipline,
perseverance and teamwork. Through these practices, the girls have made
themselves and the school proud by emerging third and fourth in the West Zone
Competition 2015 for the Senior and Junior Teams respectively. Well done girls!

Inter-Primary Schools West Zone Netball Championships 2015
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FALCONS CUB
SCOUTS GROUP
Akela, we will do our best!
As the cheer reverberates in the Parade Square, the cub
scouts jump up and complete the Grand Howl as they
make a commitment to give their best for the CCA.
A weekly tradition, the cub scouts begin the CCA in the
Horse-shoe formation and thereafter proceeding to earn
their Progress Badges. The Progress Badges comprise
tests for Citizenship, Leadership and Responsibility,
Physical Skills, Self-Reliance, Adventure and Fun.

From its humble beginnings under the experienced scout
mistress, Ms Peh Khoon Puay, the CCA has grown in
strength over the past 20 years. With dedicated teachers,
volunteer adult leaders and cub scouts who have graduated
from Greenridge Primary often return to lead the CCA.
One can only envision the CCA moving to greater heights
in the future.

“The most important objective in scout training is,
to educate, not instruct”
Lord Baden Powell, founder of the Scouts movement

The scouts at work

During the Scout Camp

Our dedicated Scout teachers
The scouts on official duty duri

ng National Day
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our pioneer
educaTors
MRS DAISIE YIP
First Principal
1995 to 2001

My fondest memories of Greenridge are the sharing
of dreams and building a new school together with
the community. It was the dreams of the teachers that
motivated me and provided me the HOPE and ENERGY to
chase and actualise our them. By 1997, we had 8 classes
of Primary 2 pupils housed in containers parked at Bukit
Panjang and Zhenghua Primary Schools respectively and
8 classes of Primary 1 pupils at the former Teck Whye
Primary School.
With no school building to call our own, we saw this as a
unique experience and a potential for an inspiring ‘story’
to tell our future generation of Greenridgeans. Our vision
was to provide a wholesome education that prepares
Greenridgeans to be ready for a secondary eduaction. We
dreamt of building Greenridge to be a school of choice in
the Bukit Panjang area.
The aspirations and hopes of our pupils affirmed our
belief in education and reminded us of our purpose and
mission of choosing to be teachers. I will always recall
very fondly those lovely cherubic faces of our children
as they expressed passionately what they wanted for the
school. The hopes and expectations of their parents and
our stakeholders created the meaningful and dynamic
partnership we enjoyed
Designing our school uniform, its colours and the meaning
behind them, thinking of our school badge and how it will
symbolically inspire our pupils as they wear the badge
upon their chests, gave us a chance to create an identity
for ourselves. Thus, reminding us of the values we honour.
It is this quality relationship we had in our Greenridge
community that made challenges turn to learning
opportunities, especially when we laughed at our mistakes
and rectified them with a bold spirit of how we could things
better and differently the next time! We celebrated little
successes along the journey in seeking excellence for our
children. Within 3 years, we were harvesting achievements
beyond our dreams. Keep it up, Greenridgeans! Keep on
dreaming and your dreams will come true because you
have the enduring spirit to persevere for excellence. I am
very proud to have been a part of you.
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MRS TAN PENG ENG
Second Principal
2001 to 2005

My warmest congratulations to Greenridge Primary School
on her 20th Anniversary. It has truly been a pleasure for
me to work alongside dedicated and hardworking staff
who share our passion for helping pupils and giving them
the best experience possible.
When I took over the school in 2001, my work was so much
easier because of the strong foundation laid down by my
predecessor, Mrs Daisie Yip.
I was privileged to have inherited a very passionate,
professional and forward looking staff, supportive parents
and SAC members who were always ahead of the game.
Working with all of them has been a real honour and I value
each and every encounter. As a result of their commitment
and sincerity, the school has proven its worth and it has
gained its much deserved recognition and fame. The
school has achieved tremendous growth and has eminent
good will in the community.
In 2005, we were delighted when the school was awarded
the Lee Kuan Yew National Education Award. It was also
one of the 16 recipients of the MOE Inaugural Programme
for School-based Excellence Award for its “Funtastick
Harmony Programme’ on Character Development and
National Education. This is a ringing endorsement of
the professionalism and genuine care and concern the
teachers have for the pupils.
I have very happy memories in Greenridge and enjoyed
the many interactions with the pupils, staff and parents. I
fondly remember the friendly atmosphere, closeness and
team spirit within the school. One of the greatest virtues
of the school is the continuing service it has provided
in contributing to the success of thousands of pupils.
Looking back on the last 20 years, the school can be proud
of the enormous and significant contributions of the many
generations of staff toward the development of the pupils.
I am honoured to be part of the Greenridge history.
The school has truly lived up to its vision of “Engaged
Learners, Caring Leaders” as it continues to excel in
providing its best for the pupils. I have every confidence
that under the leadership of the current Principal, Mr
Chua Choon Hock , the school will continue to thrive and
that Excellence will be a habit for the pupils and staff.
Congratulations again for 20 years of success and may
there be more outstanding years of achievements to come.

CIKGU RUPIAH HAMZAH
Pioneer Teacher &
Former Subject Head, Malay
1995 to current

Throughout the forty years of my teaching career, I had
many wonderful memories and experiences. For 20 years,
I taught in six different primary schools and Greenridge
was the last school where I taught till my retirement. I am
still currently teaching Malay Language in this school as
an adjunct teacher after my retirement.
I have been with GRPS since its early days in 1995. I
remember that we did not have enough classrooms and
classes were taught in temporary containers placed in
Zhenghua Primary School. The pupils and teachers were
housed at three different premises. The teachers would all
come together for our weekly meetings in the former Teck
Whye Primary building located in Choa Chu Kang.
When the new school building in Jelapang Road was ready
in 1997, the pupils and teachers from the three different
locations were united under one roof. At that time, the
principal of the school was Mrs Daisie Yip. I remember
Mrs Yip fondly. She was well-loved by the staff and pupils
as she was a warm, friendly and kind-hearted person.
One memory that I can never forget to this day happened
during an educational trip to Brunei Darussalam in 2000.
During our visit to one of the schools in Brunei, our pupils
were invited to put up an impromptu performance. They
had not prepared anything at that time and made the
decision to sing the Singapore National Anthem. Everyone
in the audience stood up to show respect to our National
Anthem.
I am very proud of GRPS and I as I have seen how the
school has grown and excelled in different areas over the
past twenty years. The school has produced pupils who do
well both academically as well as in CCA. As a teacher, it
is heart-warming to see the pupils, whom I have taught,
do well in their lives. I believe that the school will continue
in its pursuit of excellence for many more years to come.

MDM ZAWIAH ALI
Teacher
1997 to 2004

Located in the hustle and bustle of an HDB housing estate
is this beautiful school, one that I am really very proud of. I
really felt a sense of belonging when I was teaching there.
The pleasant atmosphere, the friendly and cooperative
staff and most of all the dedicated and impartial principal
are the key factors in making the school a conducive place
to be in.
Most of the pupils come from the neighbouring housing
estate and are of different academic abilities. Although
a neighbourhood school, it has been producing quality
results through the years.
In 2004, I was given the task to showcase the Malay culture
during Heritage Week. I was assigned to prepare Malay
delicacies for our guests. The highlight of the event was a
Malay wedding celebration. We put up a wedding dais for a
week in school. Two pupils were dressed up as bride and
groom with the “kompang” players, silat performers and
maids in attendance. We were later invited to showcase
the event at Suntec City for two days.
The pupils who participated in the event were fantastic.
We stole the limelight and were subsequently invited
to perform at the Cultural Centre. It was hard work, but
worth all the effort. I was extremely elated.
During Contact Time on my last day of school, my
colleagues gave me a pleasant surprise. Everyone sang a
song which the members of my committee had composed
especially for me. I was so touched that I could not hold
back my tears. A few of them then even produced a comical
skit. It was so hilarious that everyone roared with laughter.
I really appreciate their kind and thoughtful gestures.
These are some of my happiest memories of GRPS.
I hope the school will continue to produce pupils who
excel academically and in areas that they are passionate
about. My ultimate wish is for them to eventually become
future leaders who uphold the highest moral and social
standards.
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Our beloved Greenridge Bears are an institution in our school’s tradition. Each bear represents
the vision of a level. They are an integral part of our CCE Department’s programme,
“A Journey to a True Heart “ which instills values and build character.
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All sytems go !
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Girl Power !
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Autographs
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